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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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M
amta Modern Sr Sec
School Vikaspuri
hosted an Orientation
Programme for class-

es nursery to first for the aca-
demic session 2021- 22 on
April 3, 2021. The aim was to
orient the new parents with
the ethos of the school and its
working. The event com-
menced with a formal welcom-
ing of the guests, the school
chairman, Y P Purang, manag-
er, Manoj Sharma, principal,
Pallavi Sharma and parents. 

The tiny tots welcomed the
parents virtually and it was
followed by an audio visual
presentation showcasing the
myriad activities conducted in
the school and the way the
teachers conduct them to

ensure a permanent learning
for the students. 

As the school principal,
Sharma highlighted the mile-
stones and accomplishments
of the school followed by
the speech of the chairman
who enlightened the august
gathering with his words 
of wisdom.

A video presentation was
curated to showcase the tal-
ents of the children and how
they had been working won-
ders even during the pandem-
ic. The event ended with an
introduction of the staff to
the parents after which there
was a grand finale summing
up the vision of the school.

Online classes this year are not new to us.
With our experience of last year, the on-
line platform is known to us and the pat-

tern of teaching which needs to be followed as
well. As an English language teacher of class
XII, technology comes as a great help. 

As our classes started on Microsoft Teams
on from March 5, I first invited all students to
Google classroom. Their email ids were made,
so it was easy for them to join. The examination
specifications and syllabus was uploaded on GC
and as students suggested to start with the writ-
ing section, I posted a document explaining the
short compositions to be tested in the exami-
nation along with examples. 

Though this makes sharing of information
comfortable and easily accessible, it is also true
that teaching and learning face-to-face has its
own charm. Despite repeated reminders stu-
dents do not switch on their video and respond
only at their free will. As connectivity is an is-
sue, sometimes they are not able to join the ses-
sions. Still, I enjoy the fact that the pandemic
opened new areas of knowledge for us. I have
learned so many applications and these would
be part of my teaching even after we start reg-
ular schooling. 

I would suggest language teachers to use
https://www.kialo.com/ , https://padlet.com/
for writing practice. For grammar check,
https://www.grammarly.com/grammar-check
, grammarly is a good app, https://www.gin-
gersoftware.com/grammarcheck , if anytime

we get stuck with a sentence, and are unsure if
the sentence structure is correct, one can visit
these sites and correct the statements. 

Sitting in front of the screen opens a
whole lot of information for us, but I always
tell the students to be aware of plagiarism. If
they use any material from any site, they must
quote the reference of the site, this is ethical
and gives due credit to the work of the own-
er.  More certainly, we will know as we con-
tinue with the session.

Mamta Modern orients
parents with ethos of school

C
hange is the only law of nature
that has maintained its relevance
since times immemorial. People,
societies or systems that do not
adapt to the evolving times, lose

their existence. Sometimes such situations
emerge, which are labelled as ‘unprecedent-
ed’ as there is no experience of handling them.
But such situations test the resilience and adap-
tive skills of people, communities and systems
at national and international levels. 

2020 was the year when the entire world
experienced the most challenging health
emergency - Covid 19. With the spread of
the coronavirus, it was not only the health
sector that had to stretch itself. Education,
at all levels, faced large scale disruption.
But the system underwent churning at a
fast pace and soon continuity was estab-
lished through digital mode. 

The process was not an easy one and was
associated with many problems. The students
were not ready to accept that learning can
happen outside the classrooms - the physical
spaces with which they got accustomed over
a period of many years. Digital devices and
digital skills projected another challenge for
online education. A paradigm shift from
teacher-centric education to student-centric
education expected much more responsible
behaviour from students as independent
learners. Moreover, many children faced psy-
chological and adjustment issues due to the
loss of social connection, which is highly sig-
nificant for knowledge updation and overall
personality development.

The teachers also had to struggle to carve
out their roles in the emerging teaching- learn-
ing scenario. Besides honing digital skills,
they had to accommodate these to match with
pedagogical mechanisms. The merger of tech-
nology had to be smooth and in the direction
of realisation of targeted learning outcomes.
So, for teachers, it was more a period of learn-
ing. They had to undertake numerous online
courses to impart knowledge and skills. How-

ever, mechanisms for delivery of laboratory
courses or practicals still need attention to
be amalgamated with the online delivery
mechanisms.

Undoubtedly, it was a phase which im-
pacted the parents most. Besides making the
devices and the internet connectivity avail-
able to children, they had a great difficulty
in accepting that learning can happen out-
side the school environment. Tracking the
time spent on devices by children was an-
other challenge as they themselves were not
accustomed to the way technology functions.
Engaging with teachers in parent-teacher
meetings (PTMs) provided them an oppor-
tunity to gauge the academic progress. On-
line PTMs, in which teachers managed to
share the screen to show academic advance-
ment, were viewed positively by parents.

The COVID-19 situation is thus a bless-
ing in disguise to experiment with new tools
and technologies to make pedagogical inputs
meaningful to the students. It is an opportu-
nity to be more knowledgeable and to be more
productive while developing new skill sets.
Even after the situation across the world will
become normal, education systems will keep
on relying on online delivery processes not
only to strengthen the educational practices
and procedures happening in the institutions
but also to stretch the learning domain, as
dreamt by John Holt when he said:

“Learning is not the product of teach-
ing. Learning is the product of the

activity of learners.”

DR PUSHPA RANI YADAV, Principal, 
Kendriya Vidyalaya, Janakpuri

JYOTSNA KUMAR, Sr PGT English, DAVPS,
Pushpanjali Enclave, Delhi

Learning beyond constraints How I am conducting
ONLINE CLASSES

Kindergarten graduation is an
exciting milestone for pre-pri-
mary children as it’s their first

step towards a future full of hopes
and possibilities.

To celebrate progression and de-
velopment, Jaspal Kaur Public School,
Shalimar Bagh, celebrated it’s  Pre- Pri-
mary Graduation Day on March 6, 2021,

virtually. The pro-
gramme commenced by
seeking the blessings of

the Almighty with a blissful and divine
Shabad recital. 

The principal, Asha Saran Sri-
vastava welcomed the distinguished
guests and parents with an enlight-
ening thought, that “Children are not
things to be moulded, but people to be
unfolded.” She appreciated the efforts
of students, teachers, and parents for
putting up a scintillating show. The
school chairman Surjit Singh, and the
vice-chairperson Rasna Singh also

graced the occasion. 
The budding stars from pre-pri-

mary made the evening delightful
with their impressive performances.
The young Jaspalians showed their
gratitude to the Almighty by per-
forming to the tunes of the song,  ‘All
things bright and beautiful’ followed
by Bihu, the folk dance of Assam, to
emulate the seasonal spirit and to wel-
come the harvest season.  

The item ‘Our learning ladder’

highlighted the virtual journey of the
pre-primary students where they took
the audience into the fantastic world
of imagination and creativity through
academics and co-curricular activi-
ties viz- a- viz art and craft, dance,
music, and yoga.

Gursimran Singh, a JKPS alum-
nus, a senior architect in a reputed
Delhi- based company was the guest
of honour for the function. He ap-
preciated the tireless efforts of the

teachers and the students. 
He went down the memory lane

and revived his wonderful years at
JKPS.  The event was a resounding
success.

The ceremony culminated with
the vote of thanks by headmistress
Shikha Dhameja, wherein she ex-
pressed her gratitude to the guest of
honour, the school management, PTA
members, parents and other digni-
taries for gracing the occasion. 

GRADUATION CEREMONY OF LITTLE STARS

G
littering Los Angeles skyline, a string of mysteri-
ous murders, an uneasy alliance, a deadly betray-
al, a civil war and a dark romantic story at the

centre of it all. Sound interesting? Well then, welcome to
the world of the shadow
hunters of the LA institute.
Follow Emma Carstairs, Julian
Blackthorn and their friends
and allies as they navigate
through a series of betrayals,
quests and rising tensions be-
tween factions of the Clave as
they near a civil war. 

Every book has a story and
a heart of its own while being
strung together in a cohesive
story. Clare does an amazing job
of telling the story from multiple
POVs and doing some stellar sto-
rytelling. It may get confusing
but all of it pays off in the last
book, the queen of air and dark-
ness.

But, I must most certainly warn
you all that having a tissue box by
your side isn’t that bad of an idea consid-

ering the major character deaths
and emotional moments (even
the happy ones). You never even
see it coming and it will hit you in
the gut like a well-placed punch.

The best part is the accurate
representation of the present
day racism and political sce-
nario in the hostility towards
the downworlders and the fric-
tion in the shadowhunter gov-
ernment. The ‘Dark Artifices’
makes for a rivetting read and
it will most certainly capture
your heart.

Aarya Bhanushali,

class X, S V D D.

English Medium

Secondary High

School, Mumbai 

A fter a fairly exhausting
week, a nice peaceful week-
end is what you crave for.

But Saturday’s just begun and you
have no idea how to ‘productively’
spend this free time. What will you
do now?

Well, I usually start the weekend
by waking up with a good amount of
sleep under my belt. I go down and
ride the bicycle for a while before
breakfast. After taking a bath I sit
down to draw, paint or write whatev-
er I want using creative inspirations.
The time before noon is perfect for
this. At noon I have lunch, after
which I entertain myself by
watching
shows/movies, read-
ing books or talking
with friends. A short
nap in the afternoon
is the key to staying
energised during
the evening.

On Sundays
I usually com-
plete any home-

work or assignments that are
required for the next day. I often try
new things such as quick bakes to
make my time even better. Every
person is different so add things that
make your day feel
exciting!

Avani Pandit, class IX,

Apeejay School, Nerul

BOOK: THE DARK ARTIFICES BY CASSANDRA CLARE

V
eda Vyasa DAV Public
School, Vikaspuri, New
Delhi celebrated its 40th

foundation day on April 4, 2021
with pious resolutions, zeal and
enthusiasm under the able steward-
ship of school principal Shalini Arora.

This momentous occasion was
graced by the luminaries from DAV
College and Managing Committee, Dr
N K Uberoi, Chairman of VV DAV
School, Dr Ramesh Arya, vice chair-
man and S K Jain, manager of school.
Founder principal Chitra Nakra, and
principals of other DAV Schools also
graced the occasion with their hon-
ourable presence. 

In their address, Uberoi, Arya and
Jain congratulated the school for

achieving excellence in education in
perpetuity, and reminding the
teachers that there is no limit to

achievement and school should

aim to excel in all spheres.
Shalini Arora highlighted the

progress of the school since its incep-
tion escalating to great horizons of
success and being regarded today
among the institutions synonymous
with excellence in all the domains of
school education; scholastic, co-
scholastic and sports.  

In her address, she duly acknowl-
edged the role of Padmashree Punam
Suri and all esteemed members of
the DAV College and Managing
Committee, Nisha Peshin, Director,
DAV Public Schools, the founder prin-
cipal, illustrious teachers, school
alumni and parents in building this
school into an edifice of excellence. 

Highlight of the event were the
interesting reveries down the memo-
ry lane by founder principal, superan-
nuated teachers and school alumni
present at the event. 

Veda Vyasa DAV celebrates
FOUNDATION DAY



Q1:
Who is the first player in

the history of cricket to

score a double century in his 100th

Test match? 

a) Rohit Sharma  ❑ b) Kane Williamson  ❑

c) Joe Root  ❑ d) Virat Kohli  ❑

Q2:
Who has been awarded

‘Allan Border Medal’ for

the period 2020-21? 

a) Steve Smith  ❑ b) Glenn Maxwell  ❑

c) David Warner  ❑ d) Mitchell Starc  ❑

Q3:
Who has clinched the

women’s singles title at

the 82nd Senior National Table

Tennis Championship?

a) Ankita Das  ❑ b) Manika Batra  ❑

c) Neha Aggarwal  ❑ d) Meena Parande  ❑

Q4:
Which female badminton

player has claimed the

women’s singles title at the

Uganda International Badminton

Tournament 2021? 

a) Malvika Bansod  ❑ b) Aditi Bhatt  ❑

c) Treesa Jolly  ❑ d) Anupama Upadhyaya  ❑

Q5:
In which category bout did

Bajrang Punia win the gold

medal at the 2021 Matteo

Pallicone ranking series?

a) 72 kg  ❑ b) 56 kg  ❑ c) 90 kg  ❑ d) 65 kg  ❑

Q6:
How many goals did
Harmanpreet Singh score

in the match where India beat
Hockey Olympic Champion
Argentina in FIH Pro League?

a) 4  ❑ b) 2  ❑ c) 0  ❑ d) 1  ❑

Q7:
In the game of football, if
a player accidentally

kicks the ball into his own team’s
goal, it is called______________
a) Pink slip  ❑ b) Fault  ❑

c) Pacifier  ❑ d) Own goal  ❑

Q8:
Who won the 200m
freestyle at the 2021 TYR

Pro Swim Series with a record
time of 1:54.40? 
a) Katie Ledecky  ❑ b) Allison Schmitt  ❑

c) Katie McLaughlin  ❑ d) Lilly King  ❑

Q9:
In theory, what is the
maximum number of

moves the longest chess game
can have?   
a) 1622  ❑ b) 3259  ❑ c) 5949  ❑ d) 999  ❑

Q10:
Which of the following
trophy is not related to

cricket in India?
a) Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy  ❑

b) Deodhar Trophy  ❑ c) Santosh Trophy  ❑

d) Duleep Trophy  ❑

Q11:
Which of the following is
not matched correctly? 

a) Pankaj Advani: Billiards

b) Anjali Bhagwat: Shooting  ❑

c) Deepa Malik: Athletics  ❑

d) Muhammed Anas Yahiya: Boxing  ❑

Harmanpreet

Singh

Photo: GETTY IMAGES

ANSWERS: 1) c Joe Root   2) a Steve Smith

3) b Manika Batra   4) a Malvika Bansod

5) d 65kg   6) b 2   7) d Own goal

8) a Katie Ledecky   9) c 5949

10) c Santosh Trophy   

11) d Muhammed Anas Yahiya: Boxing

QUIZ TIME!

Chetan Sakariya made his debut in IPL 2021

on Monday, taking three wickets for RR

QUALITY OF INDIAN
PLAYERS HAS INCREASED

WITH IPL: AGARKAR

F
ormer India pacer Ajit Agarkar
reckons the cricketing standard has
increased in the country with the

onset of IPL. The bench strength of the
Indian side was there for everyone to see
during India’s tour of Australia as an in-
jury-ravaged side defeated Aus-
tralia 2-1 in the Border-Gava-
skar Trophy. “Oh, incredi-
ble! I don’t think there’s
anything that’s made
the difference; we don’t
want to compare but sin-
ce the IPL has come in,
people you’ve played aga-
inst, you share the dress-
ing room with them, you
can see the new guys al-
most look ready. You could
see the results, a couple of se-
ries wins in Australia, half the
team wasn’t there in the previ-
ous series; six or seven players
missing due to injury,” said
Agarkar on Star Sports’ show ‘Se-
lect Dugout’. ANI

Kolkata Knight Riders’ big-hitting all-rounder Andre Russell blamed it on the pitch as he

dissected his team’s narrow 10-run loss to Mumbai Indians in Chennai and asserted that

the side will bounce back strongly in the coming matches

T
he Eoin Morgan-led side
dominated the game
almost in its entirety but
choked in the final few

overs to lose in a modest chase of
152. Needing just 30 runs from 27

deliveries, KKR’s experienced fin-
ishers Russell and Dinesh Karthik

faltered big time as the five-time
champions Mumbai pulled off an

epic comeback to secure their first win of
the season. Russell, who got out for nine off
15 balls, said they would learn from the mis-
takes and will make a comeback in the next
few games. “We’re gonna go back to the
drawing board. We definitely are playing
some good cricket as a team. It’s about mov-
ing on from this game and going from
strength to strength.”

I’ve trust and confidence in
the boys, says Russell

KKR got off to a flying start with opener
Nitish Rana slamming a second successive
half century as he, along with Shubman
Gill, put on an opening stand of 72 runs from
53 balls. But leg-spinner Chahar brought
about the turnaround, grabbing four wick-
ets from his four overs before KKR choked at
the death. “It’s a game of cricket. We defi-
nitely have to learn from this. I’ve trust and
confidence in the boys. We are still confi-
dent, we are still playing some good cricket,
and I’m proud of the boys,” Russell said, giv-
ing his full support to the team.

KKR next face Royal Challengers
Bangalore in Sunday’s match to conclude
the Chennai leg of their campaign. PTI

It’s a difficult wicket to bat on, it was

not easy for a new batter to come in

and start hitting from ball one. It’s

very challenging. Even for me, the ball was

a bit up and down, so it’s not the easiest

pitch to hit on. No matter how good you

are, you still need a couple of balls to

actually get your eyes in.

Unfortunately, a good finisher like

myself and DK, we didn’t get bat to

balls. I think if we did get a few bound-

aries the game would be over. We defi-

nitely feel disappointed but at the end

of the day, it’s not the end of the

road. It’s our second game.

Andre Russell Photo: TOI

Photo: ANI

Suryakumar Yadav

Coming off a heart-breaking loss, a beleaguered Rajasthan Royals would hope for another inspirational knock from new skipper Sanju
Samson in the absence of an injured Ben Stokes when it faces a confident Delhi Capitals in an IPL match in Mumbai on Wednesday

RR bowling
seemed rudderless

➨ While DC made a superb start under their

new captain Pant with a seven-wicket win

over Chennai Super Kings in their opening

contest, RR suffered a heart-wrenching four-

run defeat against Punjab Kings in a high-

scoring match on Monday night.

➨ Chasing a mammoth 222 for win, Samson (119

off 63 balls) played a blinder of an innings in

his debut as captain but couldn’t get his side

over the line as he was dismissed in the final

ball of the innings while going for a maximum

with RR needing five runs off the last delivery.

➨ The loss completely shattered Samson, who

single-handedly kept RR in the contest, play-

ing some delightful strokes during his blis-

tering knock, which included 12 boundaries

and seven sixes.

➨ As if the loss was not enough, RR were dealt

a severe blow on Tuesday when its star all-

rounder Stokes was ruled out of the remain-

der of the tournament with a broken finger.

➨ And in the absence of Stokes, the pressure

would be on the likes of Jos Buttler, Shivam

Dube and Riyan Parag to deliver the goods and

provide ample support to their young skipper,

who has been sensational in the first match.

➨ The likes of Manan Vohra (12), Buttler

(25) Dube (23), Parag (25) all got starts

but failed to lend the much-needed sup-

port to Samson.

➨ The major worry for RR team management

would be the performance of its bowling

unit. The RR bowling unit looked rusty and

completely out of sorts in their opener.

➨ Barring young Chetan Sakariya (3/31),

who had a fantastic debut, all other RR

bowlers went for runs and looked com-

pletely clueless against opposition bats-

men. Mustafizur Rahman, Chris Morris,

Stokes, Shreyas Gopal, Rahul Tewatia  all

went for big runs and needed to pull up

their socks quickly.

DC under Pant
is in good rhythm

➨ Last edition’s runner-up side DC, on the oth-

er hand, had a perfect start to their campaign

as they defeated three-time champions CSK

with consummate ease.

➨ Opting to field, DC had allowed CSK to pile

up a competitive 188 for 7 but Shikhar Dhawan

and Prithvi Shaw made a short walk off the

target with a 138-run opening partnership,

that laid the foundation for the win.

➨ Both Dhawan (85 off 54) and Shaw (72 off 38)

played their strokes from the word go and

looked in complete control during their

knocks. Pant (15 not out) and Marcus Stoinis

(14) did the rest as DC comfortably reached

home with eight balls to spare.

➨ On the bowling front, Chris Woakes (2/18)

and Avesh Khan (2/23) had a good outing

in the first game and would look to carry

on their form but the likes of Ravichandran

Ashwin, Tom Curran, Amit Mishra and

Stoinis had a forgettable outing and would

be desperate to make amends on Thursday.

The contest will also witness a test of wits

of two new captains in Pant and Samson.

Around 6 months of international cricket

for him (Rishabh Pant), one against

Australia and here against England. Now

he is responsible for the captaincy because of

injury. Plus, he doesn’t have the services of

Nortje, Rabada, and Axar Patel. So, they are

asking a lot of him. I think he has got a team

that will support him, which is most important.

He has grown in the last 4 months and I think he

will do a good job.

Brian Lara, former West Indies

skipper
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